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Trees in urban areas is a very important source of biodiversity that can be seen as urban areas like Bandar Lampung is not agricultural areas requires a system held its own greening. The presence of trees mis as one ecological, social, cultural, economic and estheka very important in supporting the urban areas, it is important to set the order regarding the implementation of the tree felling licenses including cutting trees.

The problem in this study were. Are the terms and procedures that tree logging is done by the people in accordance with the local regulation. 21 of 2002 on Regional Resources Use Of Retribution. And administrative sanctions against abuse of logging can be run in accordance white the Lokal Regulation. 21 of 2002 on Regional Resources Use Of Retribution?

Licensing is very scale because with different types of permits issued in accordance white the position of each agency of government itself. But in general the licensing issues were the work of the government in the form of real (concrete) which is manifested in deeds issued a decree which has the characteristic that is a real concrete set a specific person as the applicant permission to meet the conditions set by the government so that the person can be given permission.
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